PART A

n November 1994 the United States merged the Joint Advanced Strike Technology

2001, Lockheed Martin was selected to entet the system development and demonstration

and Common Affordable Lightweight Fighter programmes to create the JSF
p,og,amme. Low obse-ivable technology, powe?rful sensors, net-centric capabilities,

(S00) phase, and the designations F-35A, F-358 and F-35Cwere allocated to ptoduction

I

internal weapons carriage, a high,thrust engine ond m,moeuv,obility would enable the

CTOL, STOVL and CV variants re,spectively. In addition to the basetine versions, an electronic
attock wriitnt of the F,3SC - the 'EF-358' - is required (but cur,ently unfunded) by the

resultant aircraft to undertake both air-to-air and air-to-ground missions with a high

Marines. In mtd-2006 unmanned and optionally manned versions were proposed by

deg,ee of survivability. Equally imponant was affo1dability, allowing the US milit3ry
to replace its existing inventory on o one,for-one basis.

Lockheed Martin.
To fund development, the US Department of Defense offered foreign nations involvement

Aconventional take-off and landing (ClOL) vet's.ion woukl replace most of the OS Air

in the programme at different levels, depending on their financial contribll'tions. Those at

Force's inventory of fighter-bombefs, while a carriec- vafiant (CV) would supplant the US
Navy's F/A-18 Hornets at sea. The US Marine C0tps would replace itsAV,88 Hanie, llswith

level 1, funding 10%o(the costs, and level 2 (around 5%), could directly receive contracts
related to the F-35, while Level 3 (1 to 2%) could look forward 1ocontracts from Level 1/2

a short take-o!f and vertical landing (STOVL) variant of the JSF. Currently the US Air Force

nations. Security Co-operation Ptirticipants (SCP) are entitled to data on the programme

plans to acquire 1,763 examples, and the US Havy and Marine Corps 760, while exports are
likely to raise production to m0<e than 3,100 by 2035.

in exchange for approximately $SO million. The only level 1 nation is the UK, with Italy and
the Nethetlandsat Level 2, and Australia, canada. Ocomark, Norway and Turkey at Level 3.

lndvstrial interest in JSF wJs high from the start given the numbers involved and
most of the major players submitted proposals for a four-year weapons system concept
demonstration (WSCO) phase, requests for which wtt"e released in Oecembef 1995. WSCD

tsraef and Singapore joined as SCP nations.
FLIGHT T ESTING

sought two competing teoms to build two demonsuators and IDter modify one into the third

SDO was due to involve 15 {later reduced to 13} instrumented test aircraft and seven

variant to prove the commonality between the CTOL, STOVt. and CV variants. In NovemOOC
1996 Boeing was informed it would pr·oduce two X•32s, and Lockheed Martin two X-35s.

ground test airfr;;tmes, two of each variant plus another for ,adar signature evaluation.

Subsequently Northrop Grumm,m and Briti'Sh Aerospace joined Lockheed Martin's team.

In addition the co-operative avionics testbed (CAT-bird), a modific?d Boeing 737-300,
would test the F,3S's mission systems. Flight triols are undertaken by Lockheed
Martin at Fort Worth, and by industry and service teams at Edwards AF8, Californi3,

The X-3SA CTOL demonstrator (Anicle 301) first Rew from Palmdale. California, on

and NA$ Patuxent River. Maryland.
AA•l, the first F,3SA rolled off the production line at Fon Worth. Texas. on February

October 24, 2000, and was tested at Edwards AFB, California, until November 22, when

19, 2006. and was formally unveiled on July 7 at a ceremony during which the

it returned to Palmdale for installation of a lift fan during its conversion to become the
X-358 STOVL demonsrnnor. It commenced hover pit uia1s in February 2001 and made

aircraft was named the lightning II. It completed its maiden flight on December
15, 2006. Weight reduction measures and other redesigns made AA•l non•

its first vertical toke-of! and landing on June 23, 2001. The X·3SC (Article 300) wos

representative of the planned production standard, but were incorporated into the

the CV demonstrator and first new on December 16, 2000.
After the US Oepartmcnt of Oefcnse tvaluatcd both the X-32 al'K:I X-35, on October 26,

others produced for SOD.

DEMONSTRATORS

The S<!<Ond to n~was tho first F-35B [BF-01 ) on Juno 11, 200B, followed by BF-02 on

Febrnary 25, 2009. On Nov.mbcr 14, 2009,
the initial optimised F·3SA (AF,01) was Rown,
wh;le the first F-35C ( CF-01) took off for ;ts
maiden flight on June 7, 2010, th!? eighth
Lightning II to enter the test programme.

BF-04 became the first equipped with the
complete mission system. flying on Af)fil
7, 2010. By early March 2011 a total of
eleven pre,prodvction airCtaft h&d nown,
plus two F-35As from low rate initial
production l (LRIP 1). The LRIP l a;rc,aft
(AF,06 07,0744 and Af,07 07,0745)

joined the flight pt"ogramme on February

25 and March 4 respectively, both
carrying markings for the 33rd F,ghter
Wing at Eglin AFB, Florida, responsible
(Of the training of service pilots and

ground crews on the aircraft.
Early production aircraft were due

to be delivered with Block 1software, allowing them to employ Joint Direct
Attack Munitions andAIM-120 AMRAAM missiles. but initial dclive1ies will use Block 0.5,
originally intended only (or training and test support activities. Block 2 will add further
capability, while Block 3 will be the initial operating capability (IOC) standard.

THE STORY So FAI?
THE JOINT STRIKE FIGHTER (JS F) PROGRAMME
HAS SPAWNED WHAT IS INTENDED TO BE THE
WEST'S MOST CAPABLE STRIKE FIGHTER AIRCRAFT.
DAVID WILLIS REPORTS
CHALL ENG ES A H EAD

While the JSF programme has come a long way, some significant hurdles remain.
Delays caused by design alterati0t1s and

inevitable problems discovered during flight testing will make it difficult for the
aircraft to meet its IOC within the current timeframe. Initially the F-3SB had an
IOC of 2012. but development of this variant has proved more
troublesome than the othe, two, In January 2011 it was put on
a two-year 'probation' during which its engineering de!icits will
need to be overcome befote its futute is secured.
IOC for the F·3SA and F·3SC is set for 2013. This is before
initial operational test and evaluation (IOT&E) is concluded
in Novembet 2015 - an unparalleled situation, brought about
by the delays. IOT&E completion is 13 months behind the
original schedule established in May 2008, and four years
late, th3n origin3lly set out in 2001. Milestone C, which
signals the end of LRIP ond allows multiye.1r buys, connot
be declared until operational testing is completed. It is
currently planned for 2016.
The biggest uncertainty, however, is the cost of the F-35.
Original plans for an F·16•priced aircraft have long since been
forgotten, with some analysts suggesting the actu31 cost is
closer to th3t of the top.end F-22 R3ptor. Export customers also
h3ve issues with technolog1,1 transfer. including 3ccess to source

• ,. ' "'8 STOVL. v.uianr hilS been t~ most probfematic and it h,s betn pfact on
Otvefopm!Mt oI ,,,e Y-'
probation. L«K>lf£Ol4Mtw

codes, without which their ability to perform indigenous
service upgrades would be severely curuiled.

F-3SA AA· l rook off on /rs lnlrlal test lllght from Fon Worth, Texas ar 12:44 loc.>I time on OecembH 1.5, ZOOti pilo red by Jor, Beesley. The aircraft was .>lrbome lot 35 mloores on Its maidtttt fllghr during
which Ir climbed to 15,000 leer allowing Beesley to perform a serles ofmaooellllfes to test aircraft handling and the operation ofrhe Prau & Whitney Fl35 rurbofan and subsysrems.

ockheed Martin began initial flight testing of the F-3S in 2006 with ai,craft AA•l,

( 1,360kg) and the changes that were made had beneficial effects to the ai,etaft in the

the first F-3SA CTOL variant. The primary role of AA•l was to prove the feasibility

conventional and STOVL modes of flight.

L

of major new systems integrated on the F-35 as part of a risk reduction effort.
Systems include the ctecuo-hydro static actuator ( sec Elccttic Muscle), the ctectrical

system and the integrated power pack: •A11 of which have new and uniqve things that no

"We done a lot or ground testing in the STOVL mode with the lift f a n ~ and spent
scve<al moothson the instrumented hover pit tomeasu,e force and moments: said Beesley.
"'We found that the force from the aeroplane was a bit better than we had thought, so

one has done before, so we had to reduce the risk on all of the-m,· said Beesley.
Othrr systems flown oo AA•l as pan of the risk reduction effort included the cngino

a nice surprise. We also looked at the mechanical issues associated with controlling the
aircraft in the STOVl mode. Making the aeroplane transform from conventional flight mode

control system, the panoramic glass cockpit and the hefmet mounted displ3y, Speaking

into STOVL mode is really incredibl'e and requires a lot of complex mechanizotK>n.

about the flight testing, Jon Beesley told AIR lntern,tkmal: 'We undertook aero strut
testing. f'k-w supersonic, opened the weapons bay doors during flight and Rew th&
oircraft with a full internol combat weapons k>ad, oll of which were undertaken to discover

One revolutionary system on the F·35 is the electro,hydrostatic actuator (EHA], which are

pt"oblems and redvc:e the risk to the programme:

used to power the flight controls. Jon Beesley is enthusiastic about the use of the EHA:

AA·l also completed a series of cable eng~ements to V1Nify the design of the tail hook
before its reti,emcnt after 90 flights.

°1hQ F-16, Typhoon, even Raptor a11 have 'electric bcains· and 'hydraulic muscle', but

F·3Ss currently !Je;ng used in the mght test programme for the system development

ELECTRIC MU SCLE

the F-35
has clectric muscie. Nobod~ has really done that before. We flew AA•l and loomed how to

improve on the original design that W&S incorporated into the other aeroplanes:

and demonstration (S00) phase were modified or built to a c&vised gross weight
configuration. This design change followed the SWAT (STOVL Weight Anack Team) weight

But the electric nature of the F-3Salsoincludesthe integrated power pack (IPP),a nE!W
type of system that removes the need to have an APU ( aux:ilia,y power unit, a turbinc) as

optimization effort launched by Lockheed Martin in Febfuary 2004.

typically used by a leg3cy aircraft, to suirt the engine( s], Similarly the environmental control,

This effort sought to reduce the gross weight of the original F-3SB design by 3,0001b

p,essuriiatiion and air conditioning systems on legacy j&ts ar& also powered by another
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MARK AYTON SPOKE
WITH JON BEESLEY,
LOCKHEED MARTIN'S
CHIEF TEST PILOT,
BEFORE HIS RETIREMENT
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turbine run on bleed air. and in the case of single engine airetaft like the F-16a third turbine

the F,359 with the doots open provided data that allowed the cnginee<s to study the

run on hydrazine is used as an erriet'gency powerunrt. -On the F-35 we have the IPP and use
it to start the aeroplane (like anAPU) and switch it ovec-to the erwironment.al control system
and then we can run it either off the eoginc and use bleed air as an air cmc(geocy
genefation system, 01" west.art it in the air in the fucl mode aOO run it that way.

changes and in the way the computer controls the aeroplane. This analysis led to a better

Nobody has done that before, and quite honestly those three systems (APU.

erwironmental control and emergency powerIwere the biggest PJOblemin
the first two or three years of nying the Roptor; 5'1ic:I Beesley.

understanding o( the aerodynamic effect with the doors in the open position that allowed
tighter night control to be achieved.

The Rights were all undertaken without the lift fan engaged; 'Which is clearly
thewo,st situatio~ with the upper lift fan door up, you get a tremendous
amount of effect. which only turns beneficial when you start to now a lot
of nir through the fan. Before thot., the air has no place to go and tends
to degrade aerodynamic pe,formance; said Beesley.

S T OVL T R IALS
BF·Ol first new its airworthiness nights in June 2008 a process that
continued for longer than planned while modifications took place
ahead of the hover pit testing in October.

Using night test aides fitted on the ae<oplonc, Beesley and his test
pilot coneagues were 1:1ble to open the doors in various sequences i:wimarily for

P IT TE STI N G

In late March 2009, Lockheed Martin commenced hover pit
testing using a purpose built facility at its Fort Worth plant. Jon
Beesley explained: ~It is a graded pit so there arc no ground effects
and the air exits at another place, so it is really a free airborne test.

-we chained the aircraft down on the load measurement system fa large equivalent of

structural reasons to detetmine the k)ads induced upon the doors in Oight. As a result
Beesley and his team found the a(!fodynamic effect was worse than originally thought.

bathroom scales) and ran the air«aft all the way to full power with the thrust pointed at

Lockheed Martin engineers adjusted the Right control laws applied to the aircraft to

various angles to simulate a11 of the various fiacets of nying. The obvious ones a,e venica1

accommodate the aerodynamic differences encountered during the eariy Oights. Aying

lift, but we also simulated short take-off and short landing profiles.

Beesley and the test team also tested the rates at which the actuators worked and the

HANDLING CHARACTERISTICS

response of the Oight control surfaces. This was undertaken to determine whether controls

When asked abovt the differences in handling characteristics between the F·35A

were providing the equivalent per(Ofmance to that used by the engineers in their analysis.
Other tests studied the effectiveness of tho roll.posts [see Poweril'lg the lightning II).

and the F-3SB Jon Beesley said that the two variants differed only slightly in the
conve?Otional mode applicable to each. In te,ms of mano(ruvrabi1ity the two handle

•we also placed plates over the pit to see the resultant effect on the grCXJnd and on

exactly the same because of the conttol laws applied to counter the different

the bottom of the aeroplane duringverti~I take•offs and landings. The thermal effects

aerodynamic characteristics of each variant.

on the ae,oplanc certainly matched what the engineers had predicted," said Beesley.
Thrust was one of the primary reasons f0t the pit tests. According to Jon Bees.ley the

Aircraft AF•Ol and BF-01 are doser in terms of handling than AA•l and BF•Ol, which
acc0tding to Lockheed Martin is coosed by the differences in the landing gear. Pik>ts

engine demonstrated greater thrust than was expected and the aircraft handled very weU

encovntered a challenge with AA·l on the early flights. The movement arm between the

throughout the test campaign.

landing gear and the tail was too short causing the aimaft to rotate a little faster than it

l

0f'P()STTE TOP: Flighr "iences aircraft Bf.OZ is one offWf! F-35B STOVL variants assigned to the flight
rest p,ogramme.
<Jm,g,r BcvRW: F-3SA CTOL AF·01 on a test flight from fdwardsAFB in Califomii during Amo 2010.
Btww: F-35B BF-01 commenct!'d hoverp;t resting .tr Lock.he~ Hartin'$ fort Worth facility in 14,y 2008
during whkh ti'"" the aircraft optr.tred It 301 power and conwrted to STOVL modo. Alf doors and
noztltt ~,o ex~clted during tesrlng.

•

should to achieve the best take,off. As pan of the SWAT cffon, the landing gea, was canted

or eight small dia~ter botnbs) inside.

forward by 5 inches ( 125mm). which "makes a world of difference," said Beesley.

Most of the test mghts are nown at 30,000,32,000ft (9,144•9,7S3m) b<Jt the aircroft
has a 50,000ft ( IS,240m) ceiling and will be optimited fort he block 2(),000-40,000ft
(6,096-12.192m).

The F-3SC CV variant has a bigger wing so the main handlingdi(ference is felt during
take.off and landings, which are 15,20 knots (28-37kn\lh) slower because of its heavier
weight. bigger stabilators ;;md greater down force. Other differences are associated with,
and specific to carrier operations.

CHALLENGE F OR THE FIFTH GENERATI ON

But the design goals of a11 three variants remain the same: ~want an aeroplane that a
pilot could lin theory] go frcm flying a CTOL in the morning 10a STOVL in the oftemoon and the

There are people who maintain that the F-35 is an unnecessary weapon system. When
the author discussed this with Jon Beesley he shored his own view: ~Lockheed Mortin

CV in the evening and would beccmfortable in all three because of similarity; said Beesley,

was asked to build a combat aircraft to address a very real need. Sometimes people

·we have gone to great lengths to make the aeroplane easy to perform STOVL

conjecture, typically without much knowledge, that threats will evolve to negate the

operations. That is vec-y hard to do, but the guys haw done some really bfilliant work
capitalising on a concept developed on the VAN. Harrier at 8oscombc Down called the

things that flflh generation ae-roplanes bring.
Well, Mything that will not work because ofthe p™,jsics involved. ogainst a fifth

unified control~. a technique that makes conversion to the F·358 and STOVL operations

generatM)n aeroplane will be an ordec of magnitude more effective against a current

very Straightforward:Somuch so that a pik>t's pt'imary focus during training will be on the
tactical aspects of the mission as opposed tovcrtical landing technique.

ge,neratM:>n aeroplane, and so that argument says that you should have probably done it
sooncf, and should do it more:
In terms of evolution the sensors on the F·35 will provide the pilot with answers rather

According to the test pilots that spoke with AJR ftHcm;.uional the pc,formance they

than just data, which will allow him or her to do what is most important - think. And
the answel'S p,escntcd by the fusion syste-m can be shared across the network to

~~WI;,:,.

first experienced in the f,35 was more than expected. ·on my first night in AA•l. I

enhance the situational awareness in the battlefield all from a steatt™j aircraft.

\,.l

P ERFOR MAN CE OF THE A I RCRAFT

found myself climbing out with the gear down much steeper than I thought; said
Beesley adding: "Whcn I did supersonic testing carrying two 2,0001b bombs and two
missiles, the aircroft had no trouble at all getting there (to supersonic night] which is
really quite an accomplishment, the F·16 chase aircraft was occasionally tapping the
afterburner to keep up: He enthused about its perfo,mance, citing examples in which
the oircraft performed very well flying ot low level with the doors open. or at 450 knots

(830km/h) at 10,000ft (3,048m) with the doors open, up to Mach I.I, and to SOO
knots [ 925km/h) at 10,000ft with the doors closed.
The F-35 is designed to pc-rform o huge vnrietyof missions with steatth: air,to,air,
interdiction, and when the battlefie$d environment is permissive, close air support with
munitions carried on external weapons stations. Per(ormance•wise, an F-35 with a full
intCl'nal,load of weapons is compatablc to a fourth gcncfation aitcraft like an F-16 with no
weapons at all.
And in terms of manoeuvrability the F,3S will be cleared to a 50' angle of attack, similar

to the F/A.18 Home,, with a full load of rr..,nhions [ two 2,OOOlb precision,g-uidedweapons

ENGINE

-
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n the conwlutcd development history of the f.35 Lightning U, no issues have drawn

inlet diameter ( 46 inches/ 1.168mm ), largCf

more public attention than those involving the aircraft's propulsion systems. These

fan diameter (SO inches/l.270mm) and larger

have been among the most contentious aspects of the F-3S's development. from the
lon,g political battle ovo, whether it is to have one engine type or two, to the threat of

ove,all engine diameter f 51 inches/1,295mm)

I

programme c.inceUation h.anging over the SJOVL F-358.

8ut whatever polrtical challenges the F-35 faces. the technological advances achieved by
Pratt &Whitney in dcvt'loping the f 135 tM engine of record fortM F,35 Lightning I and
by Rolls-Royce in developing the STOVL F-358's extraOfdi~rlJ Uft~tem hwvebeen immense.

than does the F119, so it can achieve a htghrr airflow.
like the FU9. the F135 has a three•st3ge fan {in military•
engine parlance, the fan is the entire lovqnessure compressor
assembl':J). Each fan stage comprises a onc-ptecc integrally blc1ded
rotOf {or 'blisk', short for bladed disc) featuring a solid titanium t.Jbwith
titanium blt'des welded on to rt. The first fan stage has hollow titanium blades

T HE P RATT & WHITNEY F 1 3 5
Chosen on October 26, 2001, by the US Department of Defense (OoO) for a S4 btllion

and each of the subsequent two stages has solid titanium blades. Aft of the third fan
stage the accelerated airflow is split, 57l of it going through the fan duct as bypass air and

system development and demonstration (SOD) contract which decided the Pratt &

the remaining 48l entering the core to be compressed, mixed with fuel. ignited and then

Whitney F135 would be used for all F•35 development flight•testing, the F135 is a
biggcr-diame1er. high.cr-airAow deriv~nive of the company's F119 engine powering the

exhausted as hot gas to turn the turbrne stages and produce up to 28,000lb f 124.SSkn) of
dry thrust before afterburner.

F-22 Raptor. The Fl3S was chosen for the SOD conuact because both Lockheed Martin

The F 135 hits a six-stage high•pressure comp¥essor (HPC) and agJin each stage is

and Boeing had selected it (in the form of augmented F119s) to power their respective
x.35 and X-32 Joint Strike Fighter fJSF) demonstrators. Lockheed Martin winning the

comprises a blisk. Some of the initial HPC stages are made from titanium but because
the airflow becomes hotter a,s: it passes through each stage of compression, one or mo,e

JSF contract with its X-35. The Pentagon also found attractive the fact that the F 135

later HPC stages are m3de from nicket,based .iUoy to be a~ to withstand the high air

shared a high degree of commonality with the F119, two of which power each F·22

temperature. In conventional F-35 flighl, air exi-t1ngthe HPC into the combustOf is at 28
times the pressure it was when entering the tan and it is at 29 times the pressure when the

Raptor.
The F135 and F119 are bothaxial,flow engines (air goes through the core of the engine
in a straight line) and they share a 1,ighty common core~. according to Ed O'Donnell,

F-35B •sin hover mode.
The engine's single annular combus-tor features removable linec-s and a seties of fuel

Business Development Director for Pratt & Whitney's F135 and F119 prog,ammes. From
front to back, these two-spool engines are "largellJ common through the comptession

nozzles, all housed within a diffuser~. O'Donnell says the F135com bustor is 1lighly
similar· to that in the F119, but features "some improvements to occommodatc the

system; says-O'OonneU - noting. however, that the commonality is m.ainl':I in the firm

appropriate temperature requirements· of the higher•power F135. Overall, the cores of the

of shared engine architecture rather than common part numbers. Part numbers for the
F135 have been designated differently to those for similar parts in the F119 because the

two engmes - the region from HPC tocombustor to HPT - are essentially the same size
and since the F135 M'S to produce mo,edry power at full th.rust than the F119 it is likely 10

US services want to be able to allocate specific part nvmbefs to specific programmes for

run hotter than the F119.

inventory•management reasons.
Despite thtir similarities, there arc some crucial differences between the F135aoo

White both the F119 and the F135 feature a single•stage high-pressure turbine (HPT),
the F135 has a two-stage low-pressure turbine (lPT) where the F119 has a single-stage

the f119. One is that the FJ35 needs to be able to generate up to 43,000lb ( 191.27kN)

LPl This is because, in the F-358 STOVL aircraft. the k>w•pressure spool to which the LPT

of thrust 'wet' ( with aftet"burner) for the single•engine F,35, wh&ceas the F 119 PfOVides a
lesser 35,000lb ( 155.?kN) of thrust with full afterburner. Asa re-sutt the F135 has a larger

is attached has to drive not only the fan stages but also the driveshaft poweting the Rolls•
Royce lift Fan located OOhiOO the cockpit and ahead of the engine.
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The Lift Fan ( one of three maj0t components of the Rolls-Royce LiftSystem, which
p,ovidt-s the F•358's hover capability) is not engaged while in n0<mal forward flight al'KI
does not feature ot oll in the F,JSA CTOL al'KI f,3SC CVconventionnl take,off and landing
variants of the Lightning II, However, from the outset the specification for the F-Js·s engine
~lk?d for "tri•variant compatibility•: the engine powering an F-35Ais identi~1 to that
powering on f,358 o, an f,3SC. Nevertheless, the engines are designated differently: the
F-35Apowerplant is the F135-PW-100; the engine for the F-3SC is the F135-PW-400; and the
F-35B engine is the F135-PW-600.
Since the f,358 powcrplant ncedsan cxua LPT stage to provide the powC< necessary to
turn thedriveshah (which, through n clutch al'KI gearbox, drives the Uhfan}, Fl3Ss bvih.
to power othet F-35 variants have the second LPT stage as well

.,..,e engine was designed

to support that severe STOVL requiremoot; says O'Donnell. For engines powering CTOL
F,35As and F-35Cs, the additional turbine stage offers a substantial extra power morgin,
allowingfo, potential F-3Sweight growth. Since the engine isn't heavily taxed in many CTOL
missions, its maintainability is imptoved too.
The geometrics of the cooling,air pnths al'KI airflows in the F13S's hot section are
different from those in the F119. Turbine-blade coating materials. used to pt"event nickel•
alloy turbine blades and vanes from melting in 1he s~al-thousand-degrees airflow
coming from the combustcw, may well have been updated too. P&W may be able to apply
retroactively to production f 119s the advances in cooling-path and coating technologies it
devised f0< the f 135.
In both engines, cooling air is taken from the bypass airflow al'KI by bleeding air away

ma™J fan, compressor and turbine stages, act to condition al'KI present the core airflow

from the HPC stages to cool the HPT al'KI LPJ stages, probably by means of air channels

optimalfy to each subsequent rotating stage.) So P&W possibly OOS been able to rerucc the
parts count in the engine and make it somewhat lighter- but it declines to confirm this.

etched into their blades and into the turbine casing. as is the ease in commercial turbofans.
·Even fiftecn,hundrcd-dc,grec air is cooling air if it's relative to hottct air; notes O'DonneU.

P&W al-so won't confirm the dry weight of the F135, but a source commenting on an
aviation blog cites War,en Boley, Prcsick!ot of Pratt 8: Whitney Military Engines, as saying the

'"The Iblade) metal melts at the temperatures we're operating at and a lot of the technology

Fl35 w,;g11< 1,5001b ( 680kg) m0<e than the f 119. This would pvt the F13S"s dry weight at

is in the cooling and coatings:

around 5,4001b (2,450kg). However, the F13S may ha'll'ea higher thrust-to-weight ratio than
the F119 (the F119's0\leral1 pressure ratio is 26:1 compared with the F13S's 28:1) and so

COUNTER-ROTATING SPOOLS,

the 5.4001b figure might be high. Boley h3s .ilso suggested the F135 has an uninstalled wet•

CERAMICS AND AUGMENTORS

t.hrust capability of approximately 51.000lb l 226.86kN). If this reads across to an installed

A potentially important f-eatureof the F13S - but o~which Pratt 8: Whitney doesn't talk about
much -is that the engine's two spools are counter-rotating. like those in the F119. Since in

basis - in which bleed air and shaft hOfsepower would be extracted 10power aircraft systems
- it should p<ovide o comfOftobleoperotingmorgin ove<the43.0001b ( 119.27kN) of wet

some cases spool counter•rotation can be used to shape the direction of core airflow as it

t.hrust required by the spec.

The F135 uses ceramic matrix composites {CMCs) in its exhaust nonle, f)fimarity on the

1ransitions betwttn the HPT and LPT to improve the overall efficiency of the ai,flow 1hrough
the engine, thtSmight have allowed P&W to dispense with onc or morn r<1WSof static statcws

outside sectioM of the exhaust nozzle on the F135,PW,600 STOVL version of the engine.

and vanes in the F135. ( Rows of stators and vanes. which are static blades found between

O'Donnell says that on the STOVL engine, also. some sections of the fan ducts - particularly
Tc,: An fl35•PW•l00 ttrtgine undergoing a test tun with full afterburner o, augmentedpowet
generating up to 43.000/b of thrust PR;.,r & W /'ftlllEY
Owostm This shot shows an F.JSB STOVL F135-PW•600 engintt undergoing a tost run with full
afr~rburncr or augmtnt~ power. P/u.,r & Yh«rNtr
Bltow&un: Cutaway di,grams ofrM FJ35 tMgine. Thed~gnm M the Wt al$i,$00W$ the UhFan,
ge11,t,ox. drn'esh#ft, roflpotts :tttd roll dVCt$component$ ofthe ROif$• ~UftSyttem. Ptwr & WlrfrNtY

at the bottom, "'where all the accessories hang on to· - are made from organic matrix
composites (OMCs ). whefcas the Ian ducts for the F-35Aand F•3SC engines arc m.adc from
titanium. Some of the inlet ducting in the aircraft is also made from OMC materiot
According to O'Donnell, P&W has used OMCs in the F-358 to reduce weight by 40 to SCNb

F-22. (When designing the F119, the company bfought in US Air Force mec;:hanics to help
design its engine.mounted cont,ols and accessories for maintainability). In the F135,all
controls affixed to the casing are 'single-deep' - no control units are mounted on top of each
other - and the .-..its and bolts which attach them to the engine,casing are encapsulated

( 1810 22.Skg} so that the aircraft can carry a little extra weight - say, an additional SOlb
of ordmince - and bring it back if required when the mission aills for the aircraft to I.ind

in the control assemblies themsetves, so ruts and bolts stay with the control units when
these are removed. This greatly minimizes the risks of nuts and bolts being lost and causing

vertically, This "vertical lih bring•b;;ick· (VL88) measurement is a critical performance

f0<e;gn--0bject debris ( FOO l damage.
Simitarty, all engine ctampsand blocks Slay on the engine casingwhen an F135 is
removed for l'n3intcnance and the engine uses no safety wire, eliminating another potential
soorce of FOO damage. All controls and nccessories are mounted on the bottom of the engine,
making it easier for mechanics to get to them; and these assemblies are modular so that, say,
a mechanic coukf easity ret"t'IOVC the electronics or vatvcs or rcbys (Of an f 135 fuel control
unit as entire modules.
O'Donnell says the US Air Force has found the f 119 to be "significantty more maintainable"
than the ea,lie-, F100 - the Ft 19offers"majof orders• of impr~nt of mean time between
failures in terms of maintenance man,hours required - and says P&Wexpects operators
to find the F13S even more easi1tJ maintainable and reliable than the F119. Anothet plus, he
says. is that P&W can apply the design.for-maintainability imp,ovementS it has developed fof'
the F135 to new F119 production batches as well.
The F135 engine, also comes with a digital prognostic and heafth monitoring (PHM)
system and an extensive sensor suite. By means of the sensors, the PHM system constantly
monitors the engine's operating parameters and the condition of its components, and
n\erts aircraft mechanics if it finds any1hing abnormal. '"So a lot less lime is devo1ed to

requirement foi the F-358 and while the aircraft as it Stands today meets the cwrent spec,
the worry is that if the F-3SB's ~mum g<ossweight grows over the course of its operational
career (ns usually happens with mifitary aircraft). its VLBB perfo,mance will need to improve.
Another key feature of the f 135is its augmentor, or aftetburne,r system. While available
details of the augment°' are sketchy. the f 135 is known to employ ll'K.llti-tone (probably
three-zone) fuel injection aft of the afterburner's pilot light. These zones inject fuel
independently, so that the afterburner does not act in an all•Ol•nothingway but instead
pt"ovides a va,iable range of additional. smoothly transitioning vret thrust at the pilot's
command. Also, like the f 119 augmentor. the f 135 augment°' is stealthy: The design of the
two engines' augmentors places mufti-zone fuel injection into curved vanes which eliminate
conventional spray bars and flame holders and block the line of sight to the turbine when
looking into the engine frOf"n behind.
MAI N T A I NAB I LITY

From the outset the F13S has been designed f0t maintainability, building on the expc,icnce

Pron & Wh;tney g;,;ne(I with lhe FIOO 10< the F-15 and F-16 and then vnlh the F11910< the

in aircraft and fouI as spares - 10 Lockheed Martinat F-ort Worth, as well as SilC STOVl engines.

The compaM_:1·s target (Of 2011 is to defiver 40 production F13Ss. with production from April
through December to be split evenly between CTOL and STOVL engines. LRIP 4 deliveries for
the F 135 itsetf begin in the fourth quarter and P&Whas agreed a deal with the Pent3g0n to
deliver each LRfP 4 engine for 16i less cost than engines undcf the LRIP 3 cost,plus contract.
Al. the time ofwriting. the f 135 had flown in more than 740 F-3S night tests and accumulated
mcire than 1,200Right hours- and a total of moreth3n21,000hours of ground and flight
testing, The F135and Rolls, Royce UftSystcm hod oct-.cvcd 64 vertical land;ngs b!j early Ap,;1
and the number should have climbed to well ove< 70 by tlvs issue·s poolication date.
In the OoO'sbudget for fiscal 2012, P&W has obtained S 1billion (or more engines, flight•
uwbleshooting; says O'Oon.nell So seriously did P&Wtakc the job of making the F135 highly
mainWin3ble that it tried to design the engine to require only a singSe hand tool, clamped to

test support out toOctobef 2016 and component improvements, like those the Pentagon
funds under its Component Improvement Program (OP). The rival GE/RoUs,Royce t,ghter

the engine when not in use, for all line•maintenance jobs. P&w couldn't quite achieve that

Engine team h3s always said the f 135 has durability issues because it essentially uses the

ideal but did succeed to the point wMre only silChand toots are required.

core of the smaller f 119 and accordingly runs hot. Howeve,, Botey describes the $400 million
of wt.at he calls MCIP•like. funding in the budget as being fo, ·maintainabilit!> sustainment and

P ROD U CTI O N

affordability'" improvements in the mature F135 engine rather than to improve component

Having obtained initial servicer~ (ISR} certification from the OoO (Of the CTOL F135
in February 2010 and for the STOVL engine in Oeccmbef, Pfau &Ynlitney was delivering

durability. P&Wwould introduce such improvements in block ...,grades, he says.
·At this point in the development cycle. it's realty mainmin.tbility related and for

three production F13Ss a month by March. Brett Rhodes, P&Ws Production Program Lead

afford~bitity more than durability: says Soley, -We'd like to get these in as soon as possible

for the Fl35, says the company increased the rate to four a month in April as it completed
deliveries under Phase 2 of low rate initial p<oduction (LRIP 2) and began delivering enginM

to rerute eosts E'spend a dollar today and save a dollar tomorrow'. Our.ability improvement.S
take much longet, because you need todesign. tcS\ and incorp«ate them:

for aircraft in the LRP 3 production batch, "lhat's a ,ealty big achievement -we·re really into

Boley 5ilYS the F-358's probationary period win not stop production of the Fl3S•PW•600

the production aspect of defiveringf)foduction hardware; says Rhodes. "'Lockheed Martin is
going tobc selling its first CTOL aircraft soon. We starwd propulsion delivcrit-s a year ago the engine always has tok-00 the airplane in the maturity of its development~

8y late March, also, tlvough sub-contractor Rolls-Royce, P&W had completed delivering
F-358 variable area vane boxes all the way through LRlP 3 and into LRIP 4. (The variable area
vane box IVAVB], which is a critical component in the F·35B·s UftSystem. 3Ctually fo,ms

STOVL engine after the LRIP 4 production pha$e, but it means, F135 production won'I be
increased as origir\ally planned. "Through Lot 4, we're producing at the same ratc,"as
previously planned. ·Lots S, 6 and 7 are reduced bec3use that's the probation: Previously,
the F13S production plan called for equal numt»rs of STOVL and CTOL engines to be delivered
in the LRIP Sbatch, but oow CTOL p(oduct.ion 'MU cwenake STOVL in LRIP S.
~Net•net, there 'MIi be a reduced quantitf of F-358 engines. but •1r it gets through the

part o'1he keel oh.he airc,aft and so for any F-358 has 10 be delivered much earf.ier than the

f)lobation. 1.here may be only a reduction of 10 to 12 units; says Boley. But while P&Wwill be

engine}. Additionally, P&Whas atreadydeliffled f 135inlet debris monitoring systems- the
IOMS is a new system which detects debris aM_:1where in the inlet or engine and alerts the pilot

increasing production to SO-to.so F13Ss a year by 2013 or 2014, 'We're not ramping yet to
that 125 a year; origir\ally envi&1ged for that period.

and mechanics- (o, aircraft well into the LRIP 3 production batch,
Rhodes says that by March 25 P&W haddeliffled 12 CTOL engines - eight for installation

HOY,'e'Vef', F-3S nighMesting has now been extended to October 2016 from 2013 and
spare engines will be require-cl for production F-3Ss as Mtl. Boley says Pratt & Whitney has

AawrAND Lur: Major componMts of thtt Rolfs-Royce UfrSystem frqm lefr to right the LiftFan,
gt.Jrbox, driv,sh1fr, roll posts and roll tN~rs, and the thrtttt•Narin.g swivel moduf#. Rocu-R(11(.t
To,urr: An FJJS,PW,JOO engine undttrg(Nng I test run with aug.mttntNI po~r. P!u.11 & W1t11l(r
To,.:wr: F.JSB IJF-01 in tht hover ar NAS Patuxtnr Rwt,, Mtaryl1nd. Loc~toMMtw

r
proposed to the Do0 that, "to keep some of the PfOduction rate up; it should be a11owed to

is always spinning when the engine is fit, but vertical Ifft from the lift Fan is not atways

increase deliveries as much as possible towards the 125-a-year PfOdVttion plan by building
lllOfO engil'lts as spares than 01iginally planned. ·Now we have todo mOJc, because we have

required. Whenvectical lift is not required - for instance. in conventional Oight - the dutch

to p<odlJce mo<e flight-test engines. We need tony long«."

is disengaged. tt only engages and k>C'ks when vertical th1ust is commanded. Bec.lusc of
the significant a1TK>Unts of friction generated and the high temperatures involved, the clutch
~tes are made from the same hard•wearing material as is used in the carbon brakes of large

T HE R □ LLS· R DYCE LIFTSYSTEM

One of the most remarkable features of the f,35 progr.lmme is that when the STCJVL F.JSB

commercial aircraft such~ the A380.
8elowthe lift Fan. the variable area vane box (VAV8) prcwides an exit ~th few the cool air

is hovering, its propulsion S1J5tem ptocfvces very nearly as ,,.._.ch thrust without afterburner

driven downwards verticillly by the LihFan. Rolls·Royce produces the VAVB, which is made of

as the engintdoes in forward flight with its afterburner fully tit The F-358'se-ngine haS to

aluminium and contains louvred vane doors. These can be angted all the way from 4S*OOC:k.
through f-ully vertical to s• fcwward to provide variable directionality fo, thtdowrrwardcool,air

produce 39.400tb ( 176kN) of vertical thrust without aftcrbumc-r in hover mode, while in

conventional night it produces 28,000lb { 124,SSkN) of dry thn,st and 43,000lb ( 19l.27kN)
with full afte,burnet.

The F13S-powered F-35B relies on two systems to achi~ the high level of vertical

flow from the UftFan, as commanded by the pilot through the aircraft's FAOECunits.

When the F-358 ishoYering. the drives.haft delivefs 28,000 shaft horsef)()Wef to the
liftFan'sckltch-and•bevel•~ar sys.tetn so that the Li flFan provides 20,000lb ( 124.SSkN) of

thrust. First is its full aiuthority digital engine control (FAOEC) unit - computers made by

downward thrust as acolumn of cool aif. (In the F·358's hover mode the coupled f 135·

BAE Systems and attached to the engine, but running on Pratt & Whitney proprietary FAOEC

drive-shaft arrangement acts e.xactty like a turboprop engine, except that most of i t s ~

software. In hovering flight, the FAOEC computeJS make the engine WOJk harder, allowing it to
increase dry thtust from 28,000lb to

wtput is used to drive airvenicalty rather than horitontally, so the Fl35 is actually the wodd's
most powerful turboprop engine

39,400lbwithout using afterburner.

Second, the F-358 reties on
the Rolls,Royce LiftSystem.
This consists of several major
components. First is the liftFan,
a horizontally mounted fan unit
located behind the F·3S's cockpit.

''THE ENGINE WAS DESIGNED
TD SUPPORT THE SEVERE
STOVL RE~UIREMENT.''

The SO-inch diameter, SO-inch deep

wh<n installed in the F-3S8.)
In hover modo another 15,7001b
(69.84kN) of th<ust exits the
engine exhaust as hot gas and is
directed downwards at the rear of
tht aircraft t:MJ the aircraft's th,ec.
bearing swivel module ( 38SM).

This remarkabie piece o! equipment

( SO inches equates to 1,270mm) UftFan draws in cold air through an inlet on the top of tht

consists o! three articulated sections of nozz.lc casi"&, each of which is l'l\ade fr0tn titanium.

fusela-ge and accelerates it to pr~cevertical lift. The LiftFan inlet is covered by a large,

Each section is joined to the other sections by and driven by its own ring bearing. When the

Lockheed Martin-made door - nicknamed the 'S? Chevy Hood' - hinged to the structure
of the aircraft aft of the LiftFan inlet. The door is only opcl'led when the F-358 is hovcri.ng.

F-358hovers. theFAOECcommands the 38$M-whichcan direci air through a 95-deg,ee
tangc from s• fo,ward to horitontaUy back - to swivtt downwa,ds to direct hot eng_inc-

performing a short t.ike-off or tronsitioningbetween horizontal and vertical night.

exhaust air in the 5,,1me direction as the direction of the cool air produced by the LiftFan near

The Lift Fan features two counter•rotating fans, one directly above the other. Each is a blisk,,

the front of the aircraft. The 3BSM can swivel fully from horiz.ontal tovettical orientation in 2.5

with the upper fan containing 24 hollow titanium blades al'KI the lower fan containing 28 sol.cl
titanium bl.ides•.ioco,ding toG.ireth Jones, Rolls,Royc:e's Chief Engine« for the LiftSystem.

seconds.
Jones ~ys the ring bearing for the first 38SM noufe sect.ion is driven by its own actuator,

Each fan is driven by a separate beve4 gear system. (Bevel gears allowtOl'que from ;;1

while the ~rings for the second and third sections are driven by a common actuator

hori2:ontal shaft to be transmitted through 90' to a ver1ical shaft by means of conical gears.)
Both bcYcl gears are contained in a common gea,box and arc powered by a driveshaft

which acts. directly on the ring bea,ing fo, the second notzJe section and drives the ,ing
bearing fo, the third section through a uavcl gcafbox. ihcsc [two) sections can't articulate

which rvns along the F-358's longitudinal axis. The dtiveshaft is powered by the low-pressure

independently but do so through a fixed ratio, al'KI they are set to ol:lfique angles to each

spool o( the F-3SB's engine. which is located behind the LiftFan. (The Lift Fan is located in front
of the engine inlct and the d,iwshaft conn~ing tht LiftFan and the engine runs thrwgh

other; explains Jones. Both o! the ring•bearing actuators for the 3BSM are powered by
fuc-ldr-aulics: some of the ai,ctaft's fuel is pressurized to 3,SOOtbpcr square inch (2.46kgper

the inlet. under a fairing). On the engine, the drivesh3ft is connected to the fan twb fo, the

s<p,Jare millimetre) to act as a hydraulic fluid to power the 3BSM actuators' servo-valves.

engine's first fan stage, which is driven by the low-pressure spool.
Anothef major LiftSystem co~r'W!nt is the clutch for t~ LiftFan gt,arbox. ~ driveshaft

Other major components of the LiftSystem are the aircraft's two roll posts and the
rofl-post ducts which connect them to the engine. Jones says taeh roll-post duct isa 'very

-4»1: Thf F13S aug.~r~ ~ afttrburntr $gSttm has ctramic m,r,ix compo$it~s in the txhlust
nozzl~. PM!( ROl;Wa

Un· This $hot $hew$ rM F135'$ fir,r Ian sr.rge blisk comp1ising a solid titanium hub and hOll(Jw
bl:tde$. Plutt &WHINO'

(Ml) doo,s in the upper surf.lee of the fuselage behind the big inlet door f0t the Uf1P.in. These
Mis provide 3dcfition3l inlet air f0t the F13S engine, no1 the Lift Fan.
COMPLEXITIES

The complexity olthe F-358's propulsion system and the performance requirements demilnded
o!the aircraft by the Pentag0n has created issues that have become evident in night-testing.
These arc among the issues which haw delayed the F-3S8, ledit to running well OW!r•budget
and pe<suode<I US Defense Secre1a,y Gates to put the F,358 into• 1wo,ye;,rprobationor~period.
However, the three main issues affecting the Lift System are allwellundetstood; and long-term

ftXeS - none involving mas-sive tec:hnok)gical chal!Mges - are in devclopment.
Two issues involve p.>rts getting too hot. lift Fan clutch plates have been found to
rub together occasionally while the F-358 is in conventional night and plates have been
<wefheating. The plates are cooled by a fan forcing air over them in hover mode but not during
conventional flight. The fix is to install a passive .iir,cooling circuit in the cknch for cooling
during CClfl\lelltl()f'l3l flight and also to install a sensor to alert the pilot to climb up to 10,000ft
complex part· whose shape changes from a circulars• at one end - where it connects
to the engine - in1oa toroidal (a surf.lee gtnermed by rotating a closed plane curve about a
coplanar line that doos not intersect the curve) shape at the other end, where i1 attaches to
the roll post. Each titanium roll-post duct i$ superplastically formed. diffusion-bonded and
lascr,wcldcd.
According to Jones, the roll posts themselves are variable-area nozzles which are situated

(3,048ml if the clutch plates get 100 hoc
Roll,post actuators have also been burning out f.lstCt than anticipated. because of
overheating through leakage of hot bypass air as roll-post nozzle seals itge, Again, senso,s
have been installed and in the $h0tt term the actuators have been insulated. Jones says

a permanent fix, redesign of the actuators to withstand hotter temperatures, uses ptovcn
technology and is wen under wJy, Insulation of the aictu3tors wi11not form p3rt of the

in the lower part of each inner wing section and act to provide roU control for the F'-3S8while
it is in hover mode. In order todo this, the rolJ-pos.t ducts direct bypass air from the engine to

petmanent fix.
The third LiftSystem issue is that build

the roll posts, which drive the air out through the bottom of each wing. In the F-358, 3.700lb

tolernnces omd engine thermal 3nd pressure

( 16.4GkN) of thrust in the form of bypass air is directed out to the two roll posts while

growth have caused the driveshaft for the

hov<ting.

Uh Fan to expand and contract to a g,eater
degree k>ngitudinally during operation

Eoch roll-post ossembly feJtures a p.,ir of fl.>p,typedoors in the bottom of the wing.
convolled by the FAOEC. Jones says these titanium d()()(S areconvolled by rotary actuators

than La<:kheed Martin's original design

which allow futlyvaria~opening. providing a degree o! thrust variability anddirffiionality so
th.it the pilot can control roll while hovcri~ He says Lockheed Martin's original X,35 concept

requirement intended. In development
aircr.ih, clasp spacers arc being used

demonstrator fe3tvred d()()(S between the engine casing and the roll,post ducts which could

between the drivesh3ft and the engine's

be closed whe-o the ailcraft was not hovering. but in f)foduetion aircraft the-fe are no such
d()()(S and ~pM-S airflowisconsmntty sent to the ductS. The only way toconuol rolt,post

low-pressure Spool to accommodate the
extra expansion, but in production aircraft

thrust is vi3 the flap•doors in the bottom of the wing.

a bellows•tljpe coupling wi11 be affixed

The demand for very high power during~ requires that the engine receive a high
amount o! airOow, so Lockheed Manin designed t~ F-358 with a pair of auxiliary air inlet

between thedriveshaft and the
engine fan hub.

&

ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEMS
DAVIS ISBY DESCRIBES THE ASQ-239 ELECTRONIC

WARFARE SYSTEM USED ON THE F-3 5
EXPLAINS THE COCKP IT

AND MARK AYTON

AND HELMET-MOUNTED

DISPLAY SYSTEM

------..J

COC KPIT

The F-35 cockpit is dominated by a 20 x 8 inch ( 500 x 200mm) panoramic cockpit
display (PCO) incorporating touch screen control produced by l•3, The PCO is actually
two 10 x 8 (ZSO x ZOO mm) displ•ys side by side.

The top part of the 20 x 8 dispby is devoted to sub.system infOfmation such~
engine and fuel gauges. stores management, night controls. wheels, caution and warning
systems. a~opi1ot. ;;1uto throttle, n.avigation information, IFF, ahitude and time data.
Tactical employment infotmation is all displayed on the lower part of the screen and is
split into four windows called portals 1. 2, 3 and 4, left to right.
The pilot can place anything ;;1nywhere and change the size of the portals, Most pilots
ny with a tactical information display on one side and all of the sensOfs on the other. A
hallmark of the F-35 is t~ fused picture pre-scnted on t~ dispby, which is very easy to
interpret for the pilot
Symbology at the bottom Se.ft of the display on an f •358 STOVL variant shows what the
non.lo is doing.
There is no he;)d,updisplay (HUD) in the F-35: even;thing that would normally be ploced
on the glass is dispbyed on the hefmet•mounted display visor focused in on infinity,
On the right hand side of the cockpit is the side stick controllel, which has a fair bit
of movement and in the case of the F J SB STOVL variant so that the pilot can hover the
0

aeroplane.

AIIIWr: Weijhing less rh;m 4 ¼, lb {lkg} incllJding rfut oxygen mask. the HMO ,omptises the flight
™'lmtt and displ#IJ 1.mir. Ulcxwuo MAl!'fw
1Jffl$1t: Thi F-3S cockpit is domin,rt-d by two JOx 8 inch displ.ttys s~ bg skit wirh rovch scrttm

The throttle is on the left hand side and has a long linear throw rather than a rotary arc.
This allows pilots of all physical sizes ( frOO'I really small 1041b all the way up to 2451b) to fit

tOnt1ol. l.«i<HttO MAMIN

and reach the controls. and sit comfortably in the aeroplane.

day or night sensor to p,ovide video for displaying and or recording. The HMO can p,esent

There are hardly any levers or switches in the cockpit, which minimizes the cockpit
mass: ooty essentials arc included such as the landing gear haOOlc, emergency release,

video source andsymbologycommanded by the aircraft's mission computer but fusion
of multiple sensor sources is not a ,equircl'l'\Cnt or function implemented in tho system.

and engine start controls. All other control is through the touch screen or voice control,

Seven high•speed links incioding fibre optics and MIL-STO·l394 interfaces provide video

In the centre of the console is the standby night display, which has a separate inertial

enhance situational awareness, targeting and tracking capability. The HMO also includes a

and controls,

navigation system and runs on battery power alone. The loft hand side of the main display
is also battery powered. If the engine fui1s, leiwingonly battery power, the left side of the

The HMO is capable of suppo, ting three modes of opetation: day symbology only, day
video and symboCogy. and night 'Meo and symbology, These allow the pilot to continue

display and the standby display both stay alive, providing the pilot with sufficient datil to

using the night capability into the dawn and dusk with the HMOday/night camera. Raw

ny the aeroplane safely - but nothing else. Mark Ayton

data and sy.mbology commands are received by the HMO, most of whkh are determined
~ mission system softwore.

HELMET MOUNTED DISPLAY SYSTEM

The HMO p,ovides accurate head orientation and position data to the mission computer.

The F-35 pilot uses the helmet,mounted display system (HMOS] , which comprises a
number of components. A display management computer that provides the interface

Oat.a fusion and the pilot•vehicle interface automatically display air and surface targetS
oo the HMO gene<ated ~ any of the F J S scn-sors. In addition the HMO uses line of sight

from the aircraft and all of the tracker and display generation. The tracker system

commands to queue the r;;1dar. The fvsion system controls and decides by priority which

consists of the magnetic source installed in the cockpit and the sensor located on the
helmet mounted display (HMO).

air•to-air and air•to•ground targets are displayed on the HMO.
The APG-81 active etccuonically scanned array radar sends all contacts tot~

Woiglling less thon 4.Slb ( 2kg) including the oxygen mask, the HMO comprises the
night helmet and display unit. and provides the pilot with an 'out of the canopy dispby'to

0

integrated core processor, which tasks them to the mission system for processing
and displays the screen on the HMO. MarkAyton

::~"v~
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ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEM
A light& aircraft intended to enable c:onuo/ ofboth the air
and of the elccuomagMric spectrum, the F-35 Lightning
II was designed from the ourser with its own elecrt()()iC
warfare {EWJ system. Wi'th BAE Systems at Nashua, New
Hampshire ,a,s the team lead, but iflcluding the p;micipation
ofleading EW speciillists wo,ldwide, including Northrop
Grumman. the F-3St EWsystMn is part ofthe basic design.
aloflgsidc its avioflics, communications, navigation and
intelligence; and 5etJS()I systems,
While all the aircraft types that the F-35 will replace use EW
sysrems, some highly c:,µble against currem threars, the
F-355 EW system enables its effective inregration with 811
the other onboard sysrems. Each of the F-3S's systems is
able ro inform &rtd operare wirhcompot1enrs of each other.
This F-35 network C/Jn also link to larger muhi,unir networks,
othor aircraft or tcuestriaf pl.atforms viii its built.in MAOl
{MulrifuflctionAifborne ();JtJ Link}, which :,flows the EW
system robe networked either in arrack or defence,
The internally mounr<JdANIAS0•239 Barracu<lb £W systom
built by BA£ Sys-rems complered its flight resring in 2005
and was soon in Jow,rare initialp,oduction, wirh a unit cosr
estimated at SJ.? million. Weighing some 200/b {90kg}. it
w.:is c/e'lleloped from rhe BAE Sys rems ANIAJ.R,94 EWsuire
fitted to rhe F-22 Raptor, using emerging technologies ro
fNOdute g,catcr capabilities with a goal of achieving twice
the reli.tbility or a quarrer rhecosr.
The F-35 EW system provides radar warning {enhanced
to provide analysis, identification and uacing ofemhting

radars) and multispecual countermeasures for seff.
defence ag:,,"nsr both radar and infraredgukkd threars. lfl
addition to these capabilities, it is also capable of electr()()ic
surveilfance, induding geo-location ofradars. This allows
the f.35 ro evade.jam, or ,m:,ck them, either aurMomously
or as part ofa networked effort. The enhanced capabilities
ofthe AS0,239 {and imegration with the F,3St other
systems) allowir roperformSIGJNT {signals imcltlgcnce}
electr()()iC collection. The aircraft's steahh capabilities
make it possible for afl F-35 to undertake passive detection
and SIGJNT while operating closer to :,n cminer \Wrh less
vulnerability. For the use ofactive deceprion jamming. the
F-35t stealth design also allows false target generation and
ronge-g;,re stc:,ling with less use ofpower.
The EW system also sends and receives data and status and
warning information from other onboa,d sysrems through
the MAOt. dlJtJ link,
The AS0-239 has ten dedicared apertures. sh<on the wing
leading edge, two on the trailing edge. and rwoon the
ho,izonwl sral>ilizer rttJiling edge. The sysrem also hos rhe
porentiJI rouse the F-3S's orher apertures, mosr notably
that associaradwith itsAPG•8J AESA {active electronically
sconned atroy) r~r. In :,ddition to functioning wirh the
radar, this a,,ay, uansmitting only ar high-power, coufd
function as a st~nd-cffJammer.
When used in rec.eive only mode, the AP6•8J pr<lVides
enhanced S/GINTc8pabiliry. The radar could also be used,
following future upgrades, as an MCCrronic attack wcbpon,

burning our emirrers wirh pure power or injecting hostile
radars or command and control systems wirh computfN
inputs thar wouldprQVide fslse torgers. misleading
information., IN shut down an air defence system.
Combining rhcsc capabilirics and dar:, links willgnte F.JSs
the potential to do more than defend themselves andjam or
attack enemy Mnittl!fs they locate.
Gff.XIP'S ofF-35s could co/leer SIG/NT from muhiple direcri«is.
and then use the if'lformarion gathered andanalyzed to lire
misslles. srart jamming, or launch an electtonic att9Ck. Data
links mcafl rhar F-35s cafl p«Nide rhis itiformarion to other
platforms in nearreal-time and have their actions coordinated
'off.board: where thele will be more access to fused
imelligence, greater s;rw,rionl)I .1w.,rCMSS, andless chance of
lethal information overload, than in the cod<pir ofan F-35.
The SJ3f.h Electronic: Warfare Squadron parr of the S3rd
Elecuonic Wgrfare Group. formed in 2010 ar Eglin AFB,
Florida, is tasked with inuoducing the F·3S's EW capabilities
ar an operational level Ajoint squadron \Wrh pe,sonnel from
all US se,vices. 1he 513rh isco•loc.1Utd with the 33rd Fighter
Wing, the F-35 schoolhouse for pifot and c.rewchiefs.
Tacrics. rechniques and procedures {TTPs) to be used by the
F-35 in elecuonic- combar .1re being devetoped by rhe 513th.
The unit will also provide and update the threat lilNaries and
sysrems programming that will keep the F.JS's systems
respon,sive ro ch:,nging rhre,3rs. To do this, rhe 513th will
operate a new S300 million rep,ogramming laboratory at
Eglin, scheduled to open in mid,2011. David ISby

A90t1: US Air HNct f•JSA 07-0?44IAF·06, tht very first prodvction airc1afr is firttt d with an APG·81 AESA 1a-dar, and is due to bt dttliw:rcd to Eglin AFB, Florkla larcr this year. Sam F«HtR
0,,,W1c IOI': On Ju~ ZZ, 1010. F-358 STOVL BF,04 ~came the first mission Sy$t~s aircraft to fly with an Al'G,81 r~r fitrNI, LfXNfttO U4'trJN
OHWIC toJrou. Once fitted to the fore body of an F,JS. the arr#g is f,':xcd in po$ition and took$ muth dilfertnt tl>Jln m«hr,nic-al ,:,da,s. L~to /.4Ulrw
8(u,,t: The APG,81's Im~ fitted to Northrop Crvmm11n'$ 8AC 1·11 resr bed, shOwing the hundred$ ol TIR mod411e$. L«xNitOM4MIN

ike 01her sys1ems on the F,35, the APG-81 AESA (active electronically scanned

assemblies

array) radar is hou-sed in a minimal amount of space, with its ttansmit•receive

waveform generators.

L

(T/R) module array packed into the aircraft's radome. Oespite the constraints,
Nonhrop Grumman's latest product line is bristling with capability and performance.

fot

the antenna an-d 15 for the receiver,exciter, wideband and narrowband

Built by Northrop Grumman, the RF support electronics comprise a receiver module,
an exciter module and power supptie,s. Each module is shipped to Lockheed Martin's Fon
Worth facility, where it is integrated into the aircraft

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Complex in design, the APG.81 radar has a variety of main components including
the T/R module-s, the be.>m steeri"g computer. array driver, power supplies, inertial
navigation systems, and an electronic warfare inte,face unit. There are about ten

·The front end of the radar comprises what we call the array, which has the T/Rmodules
and thQ radiating e1e-ment, and is bolted dire-ctly to the integrated forebody and positione-d
up front in the rodorne.~said Dave Bouchard, Program Oirecto, fo, the APG,81.
The -siz.e of the APG-81 antenna or array is governed by the internal -siie of the radome
and comprises many of hundreds of T/R modules.
Once installed into the aircraft, in theory, the ,adar"s front end should not have to be
removed or replaced. •The array is designed to last the 30•year life of the platform, with a
meantime between critical f3ilure (MT8CF) rate greater than 10,000 hours; Oave Bouchard
assened.
Items that drive the antenl\il, such as the power-supply, are on the other side of the
bulkhead ( to the array) and their MT8CF rate is not as high. These components will
eventually require mainte-nance and are easy toac-cess without removing the radcwne.
Receiver•exciters are usually packed into one box but because of sp~ce ,estriction they
are broken into two different boxes k>cated behind the bulkhead and linked to the antenna
with a vtty short cable.
FUNCTIONALITY

The APG.81 has an ele<:tronically steered anay controlled by a steering computer with
no mech.>nical motion. Oesigned as a multi,mode system, the APG-81 has 32 modes
of operation which are common to all three f .35 variants; 12 air-to-air, 12 air-to•ground
(including two maritime modes ship target track and -sea search), four elect,onic
warfare (electronic ,mack and electronic protection), two navigation, and two weather.
Some of the modes are high ,esolution and a,e s1.1pported by the sophisticated signal
processing available.
Although Nonhrop Grumman would not confirm as such. the APG-81 can opCf'ate in LPI
(low probability of intercept) and LPO (low prob3bility of detection) modes that are used to
minimiie the aircraft's signature to comply with its lowob-set"vable (LO) requirements. The
radar is optimised for agility, very k>w noise and high effic-ienc-y and fully wppons 1he LO
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ACCURACY
Detection and tracking capability are two aspects in which the new APG.81 has set
new performance criteria, But how does the system achieve the range accuracy
required by the F·35 mission set. Dave Bouchard explained: "Range accuracy is
achieved by multiple air,to,air waveforms that diive the den.en air-to-air rada,
modes. Ronge measurements arc provided 10 the common filter, which uses
algorithms to filter out drift or inaccuracies that arise over time, and thereby
maintain track accuracy.·
In terms of type, the APG,81 is a pulsc-doppler radar system that runs multiple
waveforms f°' air•to•eir and air•to•grovnd, with what Northrop Grumman calls 'very
robust electronic protection' (EP), which helps the system to achieve its accuracy
rcquirel'l'\rnts. EP is a series of techniques that he-Ip prevent the radar from being
confused or jammed and ensures that informotion presented to the fusion system is
ve1y accurate.
OAS, CNI, EOTS and the APG-81 radar all provide track information and track
updates to the fusion system that in turn controls the pottrnyal of targets ond
symbo1ogy on the panoramic cockpit display and the HMO (helmet-mounted
n3ture of the airc:ralt. Northrop Grumman claims that it is capa* of detecting very small
targets and tracking at 'relevant tactical ranges'.
Sensor tr;,c:k information is sent into the aircraft's integrated core processor (tCP),

display).
In terms of g,ound target idcntific.ltion and coordinate generation, Dave Bouchard

claims that theAPG-81 outper(ormscvrrent AESAradarsin two ways,

Tasked by the ICP, the mission Sy$tem then fuses radar data with that sent from the DAS,
EOTS, EW or CNI to p<ovide what Lockheed Martin descfibes asunparallet situational

By processing synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data with mut1iple advanced algorithms,
thesystetn performs automatic target recognition (ATR) and automatic target cueing (ATC)

awareness. Operational flight pt"ogram lOFP) software for both theAPG·81 and OAS reside

on the SAR maps, "Vie can take a vet"Y high resolution ground map of;, large ;,rea and

in the ICP, which allocates processing powec- to each system. -what really helps is having

use algOfithms that pick out targets of opportunity that the pilot woukl be intec-ested in,·
Bouchard advised.

the ICP p,-ovide more memory and throughput that gives the timelil\C to e.xocute targeti~ "
said Oave Bouchard adding: •we send our radar and OAS information to the mission system

Many radar systems have SAR capability with;, set resolution such as 20ft., 10ft, 5ft

and have an interface control that defines what messages are passed from radar and OAS

(Gm, 3m, 1.Sm). In comparison the APG-81 has what Northrop Grumman calls 'Big $AR',

to the fusion system:
Another interesting aspect of the APG,81 is the interface with the AS0,239 electronic

which instantly generates a huge SAR map when commanded. The pikit can toom in or
out on a specific point for a higher fidelit1;1 image display withoot having to generate a

warfare (EW) system. On most legacy aircraft the radar and EW are confederated

new SAR map. The ATR and ATC work simultaneously on the entire area of the 'Big SAR'

systems that work separatetyof each other. On the f.35, radar and EW functions work
collabofotivel1_1, and in some modes thflJ work independemly of one another.

map, and greatly reduce pilot work load during the most demanding phases of air•tO•
ground operations.

Tonrn: Different vi.ewof the APG-815 array fitted to Northrop Grumman's BAC 1· Jl test bed. l000<troli!AR1w
1t:PIIIGHT: The APG,BJ's array fitted to the fore body of F.JSA CTOL Af,04 in a flight resr shed at Lockheed Martin's Fort Worrh f~cmty, UIOOflro Mmw

PROVING RELI A B I LITY

The f.35 radar gained a significant amount of radar design heritage from the APG-77
used b~ the F-22 and the APG-80 AESA •~stem used by the Block 60 F-16, both of
which have thous.ands of hours of field data and robust reliability requirements.
Using fietd history of the T/R module architecture used on theAPG-77 and APG-80, and
sophisticated predictive modelling, Northrop Grumman is performing ope<otional and
support modelling to hefp support its performance•OOSed logisttCS programme.
Because no single APG-81 array has reached the equivalent MTBCF hours yet, modelling
of this nature must be ped0tmed to mitigate this situation.

Lodlheed Milrtin received the first APG·81 radilr ooits from Norttvop Gf\J~n in 200~ the
same year that the system flew on Norttvop Grumman·s 8AC 1-11 test bed aircraft for the first time.
M A I N TEN ANC E AND R EL IAB I LITY

In support of the two-level maintenance system to be set in place for the APG-81,
maintainers will use the APG-81's prognostic: health monitoring system to check the
status of the radar for flight line maintenance. Faults are presented on a display

In 2009 the radar made its maiden flight fully integrated onboard Lockhc-ed Martin's
Boeing 737 CATbird, ond new forthe firsttime in an F-3S {F•35B BF-04) in April 2010.
Since its first night on the BAC 1-11, the radar has made 150 flights and accumulated
400 hours a,s part of a risk reduction effort.

"We are nying with the integrated core process0t Ilinked in to the radar) and using

located inside a bay on the aircraft, indicating which line replaceable component

PAO cooling Ithe APG-81 is cooled with Polyalphaofefin or PAO a coolant), to represent an

{LRC) to change. This is a straightforward procedure requiring the maintainer
to remove a cover, unplug the LRC, unfasten ten screws. remove the old LRC and

environmental condition that will be encountered in an F-35;said the Program Oirector.
Acc0tding to Northrop Grumman. the ,adar system has demonstrated good stability and

replace with a new one, run a test and in theory the radar should be serviceable

performance on board the 8AC 1-11 and also in Lockheed's integration lab and on the

once again.
All othe< radar mainteoonce ( the second level) will be undenaken eithe< by N0tthrop

CATbird. 1he reliability we have seen in the f~d to date, even though it's primarily in the
lab and in test jets, suppotts what our modelling has predicted we will sec from F-35;

Grumman or at the respec:1ive depot facility,

exto15ed Dave Bovchard.

The radar's antenna, housed inside the radome, has a MTBF (mean time between
failure) roning of 10,000 hours, though the APG•Bl as a system is not rated at

F UTURE UPGRADES

that level. Oave Bouchard explained: "One of the advantages of the system from

Northrop Grumman has alre~dy undertaken discussions with Lockheed Martin and the

a reliability standpoint is based on the T/R module array that allows graceful

F-3SJoint Project Office on Block 4 - the first F-3S upgrade configuration. Dave Bouchard

degradation, meaning you can afford to lose T/R modules and still maintain the
performance:

explained: 'Torre is a roadmap for future upgrades. Afte-r initial operatif\g capability in
2016 with Block 3, we can expect Bk>ck 4 in the 2018·2019 timefrome and a subsequent

A premise of the F-35 programme is that k>gistics will be perfo,mance based, so all
suppliers have an incentive to buUd retiability into their products and a system that can
achieve the short duration MTBR (mean time between repair) target

block every two years after that Each upg,ade, which will be software driven, will require
integration with the fusion system. But any upgrades that require detailed hardware ~"~
changes to the aircraft will be undertaken further into the future.
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MARK AYTDN OUTLINES THIS LIFE
ritish company Martin-Baker has developed the US16E ejection seat

B

specifically for the Lockheed Manin F-35 lightning II Joint Stfike Fighter to
the requirements loid down through the J SF Contract Specification (JCS). The

company has been on the F-35 programme since its inception and 10 ensure a low-risk

approach was followed, design of the US16E evolved from the proven Mk16 ejection

scat range.
Many demanding requirements for the ejection seat were introduced in the
system development and demonstration (SOD) phase of the F-35 programme,
These requirements shaped the design of the US16E scat in a man net unlike other
programmes in which MBA has participated. This led to the adoption of a fully
integrated and (uU PfOduction standard design from inception.
R E

U IRE M ENTS

Because the F-3S is destined to replace so many different
aircraft types, affordability is crucial to ensme that the F-35
is deployed in sufficient quantities for all of the air arms due
to operate the Lightning IL This requires a common ejection
seat configuration for all three variants; the F•35A CTOL,
F-358 STOVL aod F-JSC CV.

The F-3S requirement for etewmember accommodation ~s
been expanded to include the widest nude population mass range
( 103 to 24Slb/47 to 111kg) and the multivariate accommodation range (cases 1
through 8). as defined by the F,3Ssub•set of the Civilian American ond European Surface
Anthropometry Resource (CAESAR] database. This requirement formally includes the
female gender for the very first tirM.

Terrain clearance is defined as the height above ground that the eje(tee first attains the
s3fe des-tent rate of 24 feet per second (7.3 metres pe, second) white suspended under the
paract.Jte. The descent rate must be achieved across the wide accommodation range.
These requirements are based on the 'best-of-legacy· approach in which all
ejection seat terrain clearance charts have been amalgamated and distilled
from the US Scat invcnt«y (Stencel S1IS), M8Affa"'.:I ~rcrcw Common
Ejec,;on Seat [NACES) aodAd1111oced Concept Eject;oo Seot [OouglasACES 11)
into a common set of tetrain clearance tables.
f.35 is thr first p<ogrommc to introduce neck injuty criteria (NIC)

becavse it combines three criteria. accommodation range, gender and
the need for the pilot to wear a he-fmet-mounteddisplay (HMO). TheUSlGE
seat is the only ej(!,ction seat that meets the NIC across the speed and
~ommodation ranges, includingsrNl1 females.
Ejection seat mass plays a critical part of the cockpit mass allocation. which
was essential for the F-358 STOVL variant following the STOVl Weight Attack
Team weight optimization effort launched by Lockheed Martin in February 2004.
Design·to·mass is a fundamental principal of M8Aseat design.
The STOVL aircraft p-opulsion configuration resultS in unique faiture mode
conditions, which the pilot is not able to react to quickly enough toeject manually.
This resulted in the USlGE seat interfacingwilh Lockheed Mani n's avto·eject system
which caters for low-altitude', low-speed and adverse pitch attitude escape conditions.
INTEG RATED DES I GN

The f .35 ejection seat is customer specified and not government specified, which is
the ideal circumstance for Lockheed Martin 10 entertain a fully integrated solution for

·SAVING

U 5 1 6 E EJECTION SEAT

the F-3S cockpit, balancing the design requirements for accommodation, mass, life

The catapult houses a 300L backup oxygen system (BOS) which can be removed or

support, HMO requirements against the life-cycle cost targets.
AUS16E ejection scat comptises six major assemblies: the guide roil, catapult, scat

re-cha,ged on the seat. Both the SCP and BOS are supplied by Honeywell Aerospace based
in Yeovil, Somerset, UK.

bvc,ket, parachute and harness. and the seat survival kit. The guide rail assembly is
mechanically attached onto the cockpit rear bulkhead and is able to rotate manually from
16.S• to 22'.
An air-vehicle interface discoonect unit (AIOU) which in1erf;:1ces the electrical, ballistic,

pneumatic services between the seat and the aircraft, is attached to the bottom
of the guide rail.

The catapult is installed onto the rails and is the initial means by which
the pilot is ejected ftom the cockpit. The catapult contains the neck
ptotcctioo device (NPO), which is an inOated systM'I that suppcwts thr
HMO during ejection thereby enJ:bling the NICrequirements to be met.
A seat bucket. which mounts all the pilot controls., is connected to the
catapuh Md a seat raising actuato, raises and lo~rs the seat bucket
over a range of 7.4 inches ( 188mm). F°' reasons of safety ondoperation,
the HMO system is integrated onto the US16E seat. The catapult carries both
the helmet transmitter unit (HTU) and seat position sensor (SPS), which a,e
integral to determining HMO relative position in the cockpit
Integrated within the se()t bvc:.ket is a quick disconnect connector that carries all of the

Aseat Sc..Jrvival kit (SSK) contains all the survival aids, inc.lvding;;t life raft and automatic
inflation unit (AUU). The SSKis installed into the seat bucket, on which the pik>t sits.A fifth
gene<ation integrated ha mess is able to accommodate the wide range of pilot sizes and
provides restraint during aircraft acceleration and ejection conditions..
The US16E seat meets the F•35 performance requirements by having a low
acce1cration catapult, thr r\CC:k p<otcetion device which enables the neck injury
c,iteria to be met, a drogue which is deployed early ilnd downwind, and

a larger main paractKJte, which is deployed early in the sequence and
downwind.
SUSTAINMENT

Legacy aircraft programmes have commonly used three levels of
milintenanc-e: milintenilnce tasks that take place dail1:1 on squildron
to enable self sufficiency when deployed away on operation (without
indust,y support known as organisational level (0-level]; centralised
maintenance tasks on base for several squadrons referred to as intermediate level
(I-level); and deeper maintenance undertaken back at a depot or back with the

HMO signals to and from the aircraft. The US16E also t.3uies a seat-mounted life Supp()C't
system. Integration onto the scat offers advantages from reach. maintenance, mass and

manufacturer, known as depot level (0-level).
In order 10 minimise the in-se<vice sustainment costs, Lockheed Manin has eliminated

cost pe,spectives.

the need ror l•levet maintenance across the programme by transferring these tasks to

The seat bucket houses the services connection package (SCP) which regulates
breathing al'K:I anti•& supplies.

eithe,r Q. or 0-level. The US16E seat modular design enables component removal and
repbcement at o.1evel, thereby supporting the sustainment philosophy.
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